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A smart card is the equivalent of
A) cash.
B) savings deposits.
C) certificates of deposit.
D) savings bonds.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369604

Question 2

R
U

An example of economies of scale in the provision of financial services is
A) hiring more support staff so that customers don't have to wait so long for assistance.
B) investing in a diversified collection of assets.
C) providing depositors with a variety of savings certificates.
D) spreading the cost of writing a standardized contract over many borrowers.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369483

Question 3

YFO

Rising interest-rate risk
A) increased the cost of financial innovation.
B) reduced the demand for financial innovation.
C) reduced the cost of financial innovation.
D) increased the demand for financial innovation.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=370463
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Question 4
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The rate of inflation increases when
A) the unemployment rate equals the NAIRU.
B) the unemployment rate exceeds the NAIRU.
C) the unemployment rate increases faster than the NAIRU increases.
D) the unemployment rate is less than the NAIRU.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=371320

Question 5

B

The discount rate is kept ________ the federal funds rate because the Fed prefers that ________.
A) above; banks borrow reserves from the Fed
B) above; banks borrow reserves from each other
C) below; banks borrow reserves from the Fed
D) below; banks borrow reserves from each other
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=371216

Question 6
Prior to 1980, member banks left the Federal Reserve System due to
A) a desire to avoid interest rate regulations.
B) a desire to avoid credit controls.
C) the high cost of required reserves.
D) the high cost of discount loans.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=370855

Question 7
In the one-period valuation model, the value of a share of stock today depends upon
A) the future value of dividends and the actual sales price.
B) the present value of both the dividends and the expected sales price.
C) the actual value of the dividends and expected sales price received in one year.
D) only the present value of the future dividends.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369992
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An equal decrease in all bond interest rates
A) decreases the price of a ten-year bond more than the price of a five-year bond.
B) increases the price of a five-year bond more than the price of a ten-year bond.
C) increases the price of a ten-year bond more than the price of a five-year bond.
D) decreases the price of a five-year bond more than the price of a ten-year bond.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369703
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Question 8
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A feature of debt markets in emerging-market countries is that debt contracts are typically
A) very short term.
B) perpetual.
C) intermediate term.
D) long term.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=371949

Question 10

YFO

Assume that a fixed exchange rate is overvalued. Describe the situation of a speculative crisis against this currency. What can the central bank do to
defend the currency? Why might the alternative of devaluation be preferable?
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=371554

Question 11

Question 12

LO

G

Under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act states retain regulatory authority over
A) bank holding companies.
B) securities activities.
C) bank subsidiaries engaged in securities underwriting.
D) insurance activities.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=370540

B

IO

The Fed operating procedures employed between 1979 and 1982 resulted in ________ swings in the federal funds rate and ________ swings in the
M1 growth rate.
A) increased; decreased
B) decreased; decreased
C) increased; increased
D) decreased; increased
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=371352

Question 13
An increase in the domestic interest rate causes the demand for domestic assets to ________ and the domestic currency to ________, everything
else held constant.
A) increase; depreciate
B) decrease; depreciate
C) increase; appreciate
D) decrease; appreciate
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=371424

Question 14
In the generalized dividend model, the current stock price is the sum of
A) the present value of the future dividend stream plus the actual future sales price.
B) the actual value of the future dividend stream.
C) the present value of the future dividend stream.
D) the present value of the future sales price.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=370000

Question 15
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________ flexible wages and prices imply that the short-run aggregate supply curve is ________.
A) Less; steeper
B) less; vertical
C) More; steeper
D) More; flatter
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=371739
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Question 16

R
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High interest rates might cause a corporation to ________ building a new plant that would provide more jobs.
A) postpone
B) consider
C) contemplate
D) complete
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369311

Question 17

YFO

Conflicts of interest is a type of ________ problem that occurs when a person or institution has multiple objectives that are in conflict with each other.
A) adverse selection
B) moral hazard
C) spinning
D) risk sharing
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=370787

Question 18

IO

Question 19
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Which of the following is NOT included in the measure of M1?
A) NOW accounts
B) savings deposits
C) currency
D) demand deposits
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369617

B

Everything else held constant, an increase in marginal tax rates would likely have the effect of ________ the demand for municipal bonds, and
________ the demand for U.S. government bonds.
A) decreasing; increasing
B) increasing; decreasing
C) increasing; increasing
D) decreasing; decreasing
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369930

Question 20
Banks are important to the study of money and the economy because they
A) channel funds from investors to savers.
B) have been a source of rapid financial innovation.
C) create inflation.
D) are the only important financial institution in the U.S. economy.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=369330
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